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THE EVOLVING GAME
What are your 2015 objectives for the 
Coach Development Department?
The objectives for our department 
remain clear and constant. We will 
always strive to increase the standards 
of coaching through a constantly 
evolving licensing environment. The 
goal will always be to develop  better 
coaches and an improved environment 
for players.   In the end, the target 
outcome is “better players.”  That 
translates into a process of annual 

change (initiatives). This must be a constant evolution- there 
is no final destination. 
In 2015, one of the primary initiatives is to have one-on-one 
tutorials between an instructor and a candidate. This one-
on-one interaction translates into effective change and 
learning by the candidate. Another key initiative is the 
comprehensive assessment of a candidate’s work. We have 
historically measured the soccer knowledge of a candidate; 
we will now integrate a detailed assessment of their ability to 
effectively teach and interact with the players and the team 
in a training environment.
There are two new license courses being rolled out in 
2015. Can you explain the reasons for the new courses?
For the past eight to 10 years, we’ve had an incomplete 
pathway. U.S. Soccer provided courses that covered most of 
the key developmental stages of a young soccer player but 
not all. We have relied on a variety of partnerships to close 
these gaps and have been working strategically over the 
past four years to create a single pathway that clearly 
distinguishes our U.S. Soccer methodology and philosophy 
on coach and player development. The specific need was to 
provide the foundation and capstone to the license pyramid. 
This year we’re excited about the release of our “F” license, 
which is a foundation course for the coach or parent of 
children 5 to 8 years old. At the other end of the spectrum, 
we will now provide training and certification of technical 
leaders with the Youth Technical Director license. We are 
also well into the development of a Pro license, which is for 
elite and very specific elements in our coaching 
environment- the senior, professional and national team 
coaches.
The F license is exclusively online via a new state-of-
the-art educational platform. What functionality will the 
platform offer coaches?
It’s completely customized to support our philosophy and 
our methodology. The design and structure is parallel to our 

U.S. Soccer coach development pathway. It’s a coaching 
technology tool, not just a communication tool. For example, 
the graphics tool will allow us to communicate efficiently 
with, and between candidates, because they’ll all be using 
the same tools, diagrams and formats. Thus, our 
communication of technical information will be very clear 
and visually consistent. All of the archives where the content 
is stored are searchable by using the categories and 
terminology that is consistent with our long-term player 
development strategy. A coach will be able to search by an 
age group, a topic or a developmental stage. This is a 
technical tool that will support the development, planning 
and resource needs of every coach at every level.
Over the past three years, there have been increased 
expectations for coaches taking courses. What are 
these expectations and what have been the results thus 
far?
You are not improving the coaching standard unless you’re 
constantly evolving. That change must be challenging the 
current status. Maintenance will not get us to another level. 
There has been an evolution through a progression of 
initiatives. We have focused on integrating teaching 
competency with sport-specific knowledge and practical 
experience. Through several process steps, I think that we 
have changed our trademark in soccer coaching.
The new expectation is that teaching competency and 
communication skills must be integrated with knowledge and 
practical experience. We expect that the former high-level 
player, the expert tactician, and the expert theorist can also 
demonstrate essential competencies that are necessary to 
effectively influence a soccer player’s development. 
Ultimately, we now teach and assess whether a coach can 
influence athletes and effectively change their performance.
There have been some policy changes made to the 
license pathway. Can you explain the reasons for the 
changes?
For me the word efficiency first comes to mind. If you have a 
pathway that is sequential and the steps in the sequence 
are dependent on one another, there is a progression of 
learning about the developmental stages of the athletes you 
are coaching. There is a progression of complexity for 
tactics that is important. Having coaches come into the 
pathway at different points is not very functional, so our 
vision is for a coach to enter our pathway and be in it 
throughout their entire coaching career; that they 
continuously try to get to the next level and prove 
themselves. It’s all about efficiency and clarity to go through 
a sequence of courses.

Dave Chesler
US Soccer

Director of Coaching 
Education

Director of Coaching Development, Dave Chesler- US Soccer



In 2015, new grading criteria were implemented for the 
D, C, B, A and Goalkeeping courses. Can you explain 
the changes and the reasons for the changes?
We wanted to get a measure of what a candidate presents 
to us. The theory of how you plan and conceptualize is one 
big chunk. A second chunk is how you act on the field, and a 
third one is just your knowledge and experience about the 
game. We wanted to start measuring all of these. Previously 
we put the emphasis on grading coaching on the field, now 
we feel we have a much more comprehensive perspective 

of the person and all of the tools that 
make an effective coach.  Based on the 
four, five courses that we’ve had this 
year that we’ve used the grading 
system on, it looks very favorable to the 
candidate. They’re getting positive 
results and that’s coming from the 
changes, especially the fact that we’ve 

increased one-on-one time significantly.
One of the changes to originate from the grading policy 
is Performance Centers. Can you explain the thought 
process behind Performance Centers?
The whole idea of a performance center is that we separate 
the major part of the assessment from the learning phase 
which may also be perceived as the experimental phase. In 
any effective learning environment there is a period where 
you have mentorship  and tutorials. You are provided time to 
practice new ideas. If you’re truly experiencing positive 
growth then something is new, something is extending your 
knowledge and skills set. So rather than testing immediately 
after something is presented or challenged in front of you, 
you go and practice in your own environment and then you 
come back to one of these performance centers after a 
reasonable time interval, and now you’re asses. It’s part of 
the bigger picture of improving the environment and the 
opportunity for growth for a coach.     We will now begin to 
separate the learning process from the evaluation process 
and provide a period of practice in between.
How does U.S. Soccer evaluate its coaching 
development program?
I think our primary method is by comparing ourselves 
globally. We have a global relationship  with other 
Federations; we can’t restrict ourselves to domestic 
educational processes here in the United States. We 
compete around the globe and we must evaluate ourselves 
relative to a global environment. Whether that is UEFA 
standards, CONCACAF standards or another country, we 
should compare our development programs and the 
competencies we’re looking for with the world around us. I 
engage and interact with our UEFA and CONCACAF 
counterparts on a regular basis. We also bring high-level 
instructors from other countries to be guest instructors in our 

events. They provide feedback on what we’re doing and 
how to continuously get better. They validate that we are 
well on our way to providing valuable growth opportunities 
for our coaching community.
You were recently a guest Instructor at a UEFA Pro 
course in Finland. How does the coaching development 
compare to other licensing programs and specifically 
UEFA?
It’s a difficult thing to measure. I have to try to measure that 
because it’s important to share content and information, and 
I think our credibility has sky rocketed. I’m reluctant to say 
that we have equitable standards because there are so 
many variables. But the way we’re formatting our courses 
and the content we’re teaching, it all is very equitable now. 
We’re approaching UEFA’s minimum standards and are 
even beyond in some of our entry-level courses. I think our 
progress is good, but it will never stop.
As you look to 2015 and beyond, what are you most 
excited for?
I’m excited about the next set of changes. I’m excited to be 
involved in this because it’s a process; there is no final 
outcome. In 2016, our focus is to remove the testing portion 
from the educational phase for all of our higher-level 
courses. The candidates will go through a deliberate 
practice phase with feedback and then when prepared to 
succeed, they will return to a Performance Center. It’s a 
huge project from an implementation perspective.   It 
involves doubling our events and doubling our staff.   I’m 
excited about that, and also very anxious. It is well worth the 
effort and resources because it means 1) better coaches, 2) 
a better environment and 3) better players.
Do you have any final thoughts for our coaching 
community?
Yes, the most important thought is to always remember that 
our most important coaching task is to ignite and inspire the 
‘play’ in our players.

Director of Coaching Development, Dave Chesler- US Soccer

Available on EPYSA.org



US MEN’S NATIONAL TEAM MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER ENGLISH PREMIER LEAGUE DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY

Mar. 25, 3:00PM
USA v Denmark

Mar. 31, 12:00PM
USA v Switzerland

Mar. 11, 4:00PM
Union v NYC FC

Mar. 19, 5:00PM
Union v NE Revolution

Mar. 15, 9:30AM
Chelsea v Southampton

Mar. 22, 9:30AM
Liverpool v Man Utd

Mar. 14, 10:00AM
PA Classics v Richmond

Feb. 15, 12:00PM
FC Continental v Union

Game Watcher

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES

National D License
Quakertown SC

Quakertown
 20-22 Mar. 2015

National D License Part II
Quakertown SC

Quakertown
 20-22 Mar. 2015

National D License
Aston YS

Aston
27-29 Mar. 2015

National E License
West-Mont SA

Limerick
17-19 Apr. 2015

National E License
LN Utd SC
Langhorne

22-24 May 2015

National E License
GVSC

Garnet Valley
29-31 May 2015

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org

This Months 
Courses



MEET THE COACHES - DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY

Steve Klein, PA Classics

Tommy Wilson, Philadelphia Union

Technical Directors

Sean McCaffety, FC Continental

Sean McCaffety Continental FC Technical Director
U-14 & U-16 Boys Continental FC Delco Academy
Coaches Qualifications:

• USSF “A” license
• English FA Prelim Badge

Coaches Experience:
• Director of Coaching, Spirit United SC (2008-present)
• Director of Soccer, United Sports (2005-2008)
• Assistant Director of Soccer, United Sports (2003-2005)

Playing Experience:
• Youth Professional, Peterborough United FC (England)
• Professional, Finn Harps FC (League of Ireland)
• Professional, Limavady United (Irish Premiership)

Tommy Wilson, Philadelphia Union Academy Director:
Coaching Qualifications:

• UEFA Pro License Diploma
• UEFA Advanced License Diploma
• UEFA Basic License Diploma
• Scottish FA Youth Director’s Award
• Scottish FA Advanced Youth License
• Scottish FA Advanced Children’s License

Coaching Experience:
• 2006 – 2013, Academy Technical Director and Reserve Team 

Manager for Rangers FC (Scotland)
• From 2004 to 2006, Head of Coaching and Education for the Scottish 

Football Association (SFA)
• Scottish National Team Coach from 2004 to 2007 and as the Head of 

SFA's Youth Development from 2000 to 2004
• Led the U19 National Team to the European Championship Finals in 

Poland, 2006 (lost to Spain 2-1 in the final)
• Led the U20 National Team to the FIFA World Cup Finals in Canada, 

2007
• Developed and implemented the much acclaimed Scottish FA UEFA 

Pro License Diploma
Steve Klein, PA Classics Technical Director
Coaching Experience:

• National "B" License
• PA Classics: 2004-Present (Director of Coaching, US Soccer 

Development Academy Team Head Coach)
• Hempfield High School Asst Coach: 2009-2010
• U S Soccer U14 Boys Mens National Team Asst Coach
• US Soccer U17-18 Academy Coach of the Year 2009-10

Professional Experience:
• New England Revolution (MLS, 1997)
• Nashville Metros (A-League, 1998)
• Hershey Wildcats (A-League, 1999-2001)
• Harrisburg Heat (NPSL, 1999-2000)
• Charleston Battery (A-League, 2002-2004) - 2003 National 

Champions, MVP



MEET THE COACHES- DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY
Technical Directors
What  percentage of Academy 
Players go through the entire 
academy program from U16 to 
U18 and how many are rostered at 
each age group?
Tommy Wilson: 80 percent. 45.
Sean McCafferty: Historically, there 
has been a high percentage of 
players moving on to the U18 
Academy  team from the U16 
Academy. Obviously  the U18 
Academy graduates players so there 
are spots available but a decent 
number of players return given the 
double birth year age groups in the 
Academy. The goal is to have a core 
group of players at the U14 Academy 
age group and simply  add the 
necessary  pieces to give them the 
strength, depth and balance they 
need to be successful. We take 
approximately  18 players on each 
roster. 
Steve Klein: I would say about 90 
percent and we typically carry  17-18 
players.
How many new players are added 
each year? 
TW: Around 12.
SM: Depends on the year, but in an 
ideal world you are looking to add 
3-4 impact players who will help 
raise the level of the team both in 
training and in games.
SK: Typically  2-3 players from 
outside of the club are added at the 
older ages. Most of our players come 
from within our club; players that 
have been with us from U14 and 
younger.
What formation do you play? 
TW: A  variety: 4-4-2, 4-3-3, and 
4-2-3-1.
SM: We play  a 4-2-3-1 or a 4-3-3 
depending on the opposition and our 
objectives for each game. However, 
our staff has certainly  deviated from 
the usual formations if the game plan 
is not working for whatever reason. 
We have played with two up front on 
occasions or even gone to three at 
the back when we are chasing a 

game.
SK: No set formations but usually  we 
play a 4-3-2-1 or a 4-3-3.
What is the biggest  myth you 
heard about the DA?
TW: That they have the best 
facilities.
SM: Cost. The DA actually  costs a 
good bit less for families than the top 
USYS teams , and many of the DA 
clubs are working very  hard to cut or 
eliminate the cost to play  at the 
highest level to ensure they retain 
and attract the most talented players.
SK: That it’s too expensive to play 
and that is why some kids don’t play. 
For us, if a player says he can’t play 
because of finances, then we figure 
out  how to help  the family  make it 
work.
How many players do you carry 
per academy team?
TW: 20-25.
SM: Approximately 18 per team.
Do you train four times a week 
consistently?
TW: Yes but the players in the school 
can train up to 10 times.
SM: Yes. We will train Tuesday-
Friday  during the spring with our 
games being held on Saturdays for 
the most part with a couple of 
Sundays thrown into the mix.
SK: Typically  we do 4 days a week, 
but if we have had a lot of travel or 
back to back games then we may  do 
3 times during that week.  
How beneficial has the futsal 
program been? 
TW: Limitedly.
SM: Hugely  beneficial and very 
enjoyable for the players. They 
thoroughly  enjoy  the freedom to go 
out and express themselves, and it is 
something they  look forward to every 
yea r. We w i l l be l ook ing t o 
incorporate more futsal next season 
for all teams for that reason.
SK: We find that futsal has been very 
good for the technical development 
of our players. It is also something a 
little different for the players which 

they seem to enjoy.
Which DA does your teams like  to 
play and why? 
TW: The MLS clubs. There’s a 
different feel to game.
SM: We are in a very competitive 
division with three MLS Academy 
clubs (NYRB, DC United and the 
Philadelphia Union) and some of the 
best non-Academy clubs such as 
PDA and Bethesda-Olney (both U18 
teams were in the National Final last 
season). So all of the games are of a 
very  high standard from a style of 
play/talent standpoint, but the local 
“ r i v a l r y ” g a m e s v e r s u s t h e 
Philadelphia Union and PA Classics 
have an extra special feel for our 
players. So I’d have to so those 
games stand out for everyone 
involved.
SK: Obviously playing the in-state 
rivals of Continental and the Union 
are fun and challenging. We get 
along well with their staffs so that 
makes it enjoyable. We also have a 
lot of respect for what PDA has done 
and enjoy the challenge of playing 
them every  year—always fun, 
competitive games.



MEET THE COACHES - DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY
Technical Directors
Do players at  U16 begin to play 
only specific positions or do they 
play various positions? 
TW: Mixed.
SM: The majority of the players have 
settled into roles that they  are 
comfortable with and are looking to 
master in their attempt to gain 
exposure from college coaches. 
There are players who are versatile 
and can play  in a few different 
positions and do well. But at this 
level players are attempting to 
master their specific role and gain 
exposure from college coaches.
SK: Players definitely  start to lock 
into positions at U16, but we have 
definitely  had players that change 
positions because we just find a 
better fit for them. The reality is that 
we want players to play  in a position 
that will give them the best chance of 
success when it comes down to 
college selections.
Are their discrepancies in the level 
of play within various academies 
within the United States? 
TW: Yes.
SM: There are some outstanding 
clubs and teams in the Development 
Academy. As I’ve stated, we are in a 
very  competitive division so each 
and every game for our club is a 
challenge and one we enjoy  as it 
brings out the best in the players. 
Teams that are around the bottom of 
the various Academy  conferences 
are good teams with talented 
players, so anyone can beat anyone 
on their day. SK: Every academy has 
different player pool levels, but these 
levels can also change from year to 
year.

If you were not  involved with the 
Academy what  or where would 
you probably be coaching?
TW: Scotland!
SM: I’m fortunate to be working for a 
club that has an ECNL level as well 
as top USYS teams, so I’d be 
coaching teams at the highest level 
we offer.
SK: Not really  sure. I would probably 
be doing the same thing as before 
the Academy formed, which was 
coaching in PA Classics.
Are any academy players still 
involved with other sports? 
TW: No.
SM: Very few. There were one or two 
that had to do a sport at their school 
as they gave up high school soccer. 
One of the guys played hockey, 
which is not ideal, but he managed to 
stay  healthy  and perform well and 
the Academy  team was always his 
priority. I don’t think any  of our 
current Academy players play 
another sport given the commitment 
needed to play for our teams.
SK: We have a few guys that play 
varsity  basketball. We do a lot less 
during the winter time because of the 
weather so they  really  don’t miss too 
much.
What players from your academy 
h a v e g o n e o n t o p l a y 
professionally? 
TW: None yet. We’re still new.
SM: Continental FC is a merger of 
FC DELCO and Spirit United with 
both clubs having a history  of 
developing a number of players that 
have gone on to play  at the 
professional level. Zack Steffen is 
the most recent player to sign a 

professional contract. He just signed 
for Freiburg in Germany  and is also 
the starting goalkeeper for the U20 
US National team. Zach Pfeffer is 
another player who played at the 
Academy level for FC DELCO prior 
to signing a professional contract 
with the Philadelphia Union as did 
Jimmy McLaughlin.
SK: We have a few players that have 
made the jump to professional 
soccer. Currently, Christian Pulisic is 
with Borussia Dortmund, Andrew 
Wenger is with the Philadelphia 
Union, Russel Canouse was with us 
up until U14 and is now with 
Hoffenheim, and Zarek Valentin was 
with Chivas and the Montreal Impact 
and is now in Europe.
Do you take academy players on 
international trips to play other 
Academies? 
TW: Yes.
SM: We have not taken any  of our 
Academy teams on an international 
trip but hope to do so in the coming 
years as playing other teams from 
different countries and cultures 
would be an invaluable experience 
for our players.
SK: We have not done international 
trips. It would be something we 
consider for the future, but for now, 
the academy  season is pretty 
strenuous and it is hard to find time 
to take these trips.



Last 1-2 footwork steps are executed & the shot delivered. Each GK 
completes 9 reps.
1. Volley and half volley
2. Ground strikes
Repeat sets over increased distance
Coaching Points
PHYSICAL: 9 reps of short, but intense footwork
TECHNICAL: No wasted movement to be successful
TACTICAL: Real game situation--use imagination to create tactical situations
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: Create intensity similar to game. GKs have to cope 
with the goals will be scored

Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players)
3v3 to lines, Server plays the ball into the grid (20yds x 20yds), players score by 
stopping on the line.
Coaching Points/Key Concepts
Defensive principles, press the ball #8, cover form #6 and depth from #4/#5.
Communication between the 3 central players. 
Understand marking, switching players and roles.
Introduce delay as a concept to the central 3.

Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players)
5v2 in 20yd by 20yd grid, with 4yd square in the middle. The 2 defenders must stop 
the attackers from dribbling into the square. If defenders win the ball the dribble out of 
the grid and two new players become defenders. To increase difficulty attackers are 
trying to pass through the square or increase/decrease the size of the square.
Dynamic stretching
Coaching Points/Key Concepts
Communication, working together as a team, pressure the ball, apply cover and be 
aware of other attackers.

Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players)
Field as shown (10yds over 1/2 a field), 1 large goal and 3 counter goals.
Teams will play 8 (GK-4-2-2) v 6 (3-3) positional numbers shown. Server plays the ball 
in and after a couple of repetitions can be added to increase the difficulty.
Coaching Points/Key Concepts
Applying the basic principals of defense, pressure, delay, cover, balance.
Understand the idea of compactness within the line and also as the team.
Communication from #4 & #5 with reference to control and constraint.
Marking - switching from man-to-man to zonal on the fly.
Laws of the game apply - play with an assistant referee

Defending through the Center U16 players
Gary Stephenson, Assistant Technical Director, Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Game

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY

Organization (Physical Environment/Equipment/Players)
9 (1-3-2-3) v 9 (1-3-2-3), positional numbers shown
Laws of the games apply - play with assistant referees

Coaching Points/Key Concepts
As before being able to apply the basic concepts of defending through the central 
column of the field. Marking switching from man-to-man to zonal, communication and 
understanding between #4/5, #6 and #8

Defending through the center of midfield
To build a relationship and understanding of roles between #6 and #8
Build an understanding with the midfield line and defensive line. 

TECHNICAL WARM-UP


